
• Put stickers on windows or doors indicating that 
   the valuables in the house have been marked.

• Number your house clearly so that emergency 
   services and police can find you quickly.

• Consider keeping your valuables and 
   important papers somewhere other than in 
   your house, like a bank and only keep certified 
   copies. Also photocopy and certify important 
   papers and keep in your emergency kit.

• Tell a trusted friend or family members where 
   these documents are in case they need to 
   access them for you. You may need to keep 
   some valuables, important documents or 
   bank books at home. So keep them safe 
   and locked.

Traditionally, the community has relied on the 
police to prevent and reduce the incidence 
of crime in the community. While they do a 
great job, much of their work deals with crime 
after it has occurred, rather than preventing 
it. The role of the local government in the 
community allows it to play a vital role in 
crime prevention. For Council to succeed 
in creating vibrant communities, it must 
create areas where crime is low and a 
high sense of trust and ownership of the 
neighbourhood is maintained among 
residents. So get involved in keeping 
your neighbourhood safe.

Call Fairfield Council:
9725-0222
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Tips for keeping safe within 
your neighbourhood • Lock doors and windows when you are 

   at home but elsewhere in the house 
   (to air the house, windows can be 
   locked partly with a screw).

• Dowel rods, cut to measure can be 
   placed beside sliding windows for 
   extra security.

• If strangers come to the door and ask 
   for a drink, to use the toilet or use the 
   phone, do not open the door. Direct 
   them to the nearest public amenities.

• If you hear a noise at night, turn on all 
   the lights

• A telephone with preprogramme 
   numbers in the bedroom will allow 
   quick access to emergency services.

• Protect your possessions by keeping a 
   record and description of valuable 
   items in a safe place.

• Mark valuable items with an ultraviolet 
   pen or engrave valuables

• Photograph valuable jewellery.

• Keep an eye on each other’s coming and 
   goings, and check on each other’s well-being.

• Have friends and relatives “drop in” at different 
   times of the day.

• Organise with friends and relatives to phone 
   each other regularly, for example every 
   24 hours.

• Work out “codes” or signals that you can create 
   with a neighbour such as opening your curtains 
   at a routine time of day to indicate that 
   everything is all right.

• A positive way to contribute to community 
   safety is to get involved in volunteer community 
   policing and neighbourhood watch programs 
   in your local area. Contact your local police 
   for information.

• Keep the outside of your home well lit at 
   night, consider a sensor light that turns on 
   with movement.

• Trim hedges and trees to allow a clear view of 
   the house.

• Keep all garden tools in locked sheds.


